St. Andrew’s Playground Improvements
Children and Youth Workshops – Phase 1 Conceptual Design

Meeting Details
Dates: Tuesday September 24th, 2019 from 10:45am to 11:45am
Thursday September 26th, 2019 from 11:30am to 12:15pm
Location: ALPHA Alternative Junior School/OASIS Alternative High School, 20 Brant Street

Attendance
Project Team
•

Alexander Furneaux, LURA Consulting

Attendees
Over the course of the two workshops, twenty-nine (29) students and two (2) teachers from
ALPHA Alternative School and OASIS Alternative High School provided their feedback on the
conceptual designs for St. Andrew’s Playground.

Meeting Summary
Meeting Purpose
•
•

To understand how children and youth use downtown park spaces.
To present concept options for St. Andrew’s Playground improvements to children and
youth, and gain feedback on the concept options.

Meeting Process
•

One meeting was held with students at ALPHA Alternative Public School and one
meeting with OASIS Alternative High School. Each meeting began with a conversation
about what the students like and dislike about parks, with specific examples from parks
they have visited. Following a presentation on the two conceptual designs for St.
Andrew's Playground improvements (Figure 1) students were asked to provide their
feedback on each design. Based on the age of the students, two methods were used:
o ALPHA participants (Grade 3- 6) were asked to draw how they imagine using St.
Andrew’s Playground in the future and write a short story to describe how the
design would influence their use of the park (Figure 2). Participants were asked
to share their drawings and ideas with the group at the end of the workshop. A
complete record of all the drawings from this session is included in Appendix A.
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o OASIS participants (Grade 9-12) were divided into two groups for small group
conversations about the two designs. Participants were asked the same
questions from the public meeting, park pop-ups, and online survey as prompts
to explore how youth interpret the two conceptual designs.
A detailed outline of the agenda for these two workshops can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 1. The Conceptual Designs for the St. Andrew’s Playground included the Play Plaza (left) and the Play Ribbon (right).

Figure 2. A sample of the feedback children from ALPHA provided.
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Feedback Summary
The following provides a summary of feedback provided by students of ALPHA Alternative
School (Grades 3-6) and OASIS Alternative School (Grades 9-12). This section is organized by
engagement question and by feedback themes.

ALPHA Alternative Public School Feedback
Open Feedback About Parks
Students identified what they like and dislike about city parks they know and identified great
parks.
General Likes
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

Climbing
Ability to move around easily on
structures and move your whole body
Playground equipment (including swings,
zipline, spinning chairs, and big slides that
let you go fast)
Splash pads
Greenspace
Woodchips
Music making opportunities (toy piano)
Gardens and flowers that have native
plants

General Dislikes
•
•
•

•
•

Sand because it gets in shoes
When the dog park is bigger than the
playground
When the structures are only made for
smaller kids (eg. Short slides, low monkey
bars, too simple, too small)
Small parks can be too loud and close to
traffic
Grass

Participants shared some of their favourite parks and why they liked these parks:
Grange Park
• Love the wooden structures and multi person disc swings.
• Space to run and play easily.
• Drinking fountain close to the playground.
• Art installations in the park made them curious.
Allan Gardens
• Appreciation for mystery and creativity created by secret passageways.
East Lynn Park
• Play structures should be designed intentionally for different age groups, varying the
size and types of play equipment to reflect how kids of different ages play.
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High Park
• Sense of adventure generated by the design of the play structures that inspires creative
and imaginative play.
Bellevue Square Park
• Appreciation of the spinning bars
Union Square (New York City)
• Unique climbing and sliding opportunities presented by the metal dome.
Feedback About the Concept Designs for St. Andrew's Playground - ALPHA
This feedback is drawn children’s illustrations and stories about the future of St. Andrew’s
Playground (Appendix A), and notes taken during the group conversation at the end of the
workshop.
Play Plaza Feedback - ALPHA
• Participants liked the many kinds of seating .
Play Ribbon Feedback - ALPHA
• Appears that this design might accommodate more play structures.
• Design lets kids run between play areas but may be less fun if dogs are running in this
area without leashes.
• Path may be a hazard and takes away from focus on play structures which should be the
focus.
Overarching Feedback to the Concept Options– ALPHA
Play
• Important to facilitate a full range of body movement (such as climbing and running)
and play among groups of children.
• Play is more interesting when it is exploratory and offers different sensory elements.
Dogs Off-Leash Area
• The Dog Off Leash Area should be big enough for dogs to run, roam, and explore.
• The Dog Off Leash should not take away space that would allow kids to run around and
play.
• Several participants identified that 250m2 for play seemed small compared with the
600m2 Dogs Off Leash Area, prompting several questions about why the dogs off leash
area is bigger than the play area.
Learning
• Participants were eager to learn about the past, present, and future including
Indigenous cultural heritage associated with the landscape, and the origins of the park.
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•

Many participants referenced the creation of a medicine wheel garden in both their oral
feedback as well as their illustrations.

Safety
• Participants identified a safety risk presented by traffic along Adelaide Street West.
Several individuals who identified this risk requested safer ways to cross Adelaide Street
West to access the park.
• Desire to see more lighting throughout the park, especially along the pathways and near
the play area so kids can continue to play in the evenings.
Green Spaces
• Participants were eager to see more native species planted in the park to promote
biodiversity in the city.
• Several participants suggested plants could be used to buffer areas of the park from the
street rather than putting up more fences.
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OASIS Alternative High School Feedback
Open Feedback About Parks
Students identified what they like and dislike about city parks they know and identified great
parks.
General Likes
•

•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Playground equipment (including slides,
ziplines, swings, treehouse structures,
seesaws, swinging benches, climbing
structures, fitness equipment and swings)
Dog bowls near fountains for dogs to
drink
Small wading pools to cool off
Plants (including a section dedicated for
pollinators)
Seating (including things such as
hammocks, benches, and creatively
designed seating)
Pathways that reflect where people will
move often so that the ground doesn’t
become dirt
Art in the park
Flat stages for performances and drama

General Dislikes
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

Seating that is sparse, inconvenient for
social gathering, covered in puddles or
snow,
Lack of shaded areas
Sand and woodchip surfaces
Lack of drinking water sources
Smoking areas, ash trays, and garbage
Health hazards such as garbage and used
needles
Dog feces

Feedback About the Concept Designs for St. Andrew's Playground - OASIS
This feedback is drawn from sticky notes participants added to the conceptual design plans as
well as notes taken during the group conversation at the end of the workshop.
Play Plaza Feedback - OASIS
• Participants were supportive of the Dog Off Leash Area as they identified that is struck a
good balance between the alignment of this space and other park features.
Play Ribbon Feedback - OASIS
• The Play Ribbon was identified as having a more fun, organic, and interesting
appearance facilitating movement across the park.
• One participant identified that the ribbon should continue to Maud Street to avoid
“awkwardly ending” part way through the park.
• Several participants felt the design would help support exploratory play.
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Overarching Feedback - OASIS
• Participants suggested adding more benches with backs.
• Participants were supportive of adding a small fire pit to support social gathering.
• All participants felt that accessibility for people with different abilities, specifically
children looking to play on the playground, is an important design parameter to plan for.
• Several participants suggested that there should be areas of the park that the
community takes on an active role in maintaining and caring for to instill a sense of
stewardship and pride of place.
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Appendix A – Children’s Illustrated Feedback

Appendix B - Meeting Agendas

St Andrews Playground Improvements
ANNOTATED Children & Youth Engagement Agenda
Tuesday September 24
10:45 am to 11:45 am
ALPHA Alternative Public School
# of Students:
Age/Grade of Students:

20
8-12 yrs old, Grades 3-6

Purpose
•
•

To understand how children and youth use downtown park spaces.
To present concept options for St Andrews Playground improvements to children
and youth, and gain feedback on the concept options.

Agenda
10:45 Introduction & Warm Up Activity
Alexander Furneaux will introduce himself and lead an activity to get participants
thinking about how they use parks in downtown Toronto.
•
•

What do students like or dislike about a park?
Why do you use or not use a park?

11:00 Presentation
Alexander Furneaux will provide a brief presentation to students on the two concept
options highlighting the differences in their proposed design.
11:10 Drawing Session
Students will be provided with a large sticky note/worksheet to show their vision for St
Andrews Playground. They will receive prompts to think about how people will play and
gather in the space, how dogs will use the space as well, and how nature is incorporated
into the design of the park.
11:30 Wrap-Up
Students will post their drawings and be asked to share their illustration with the group.
Alexander Furneaux will facilitate a final group discussion with the class about what they
liked, and what they would like to see improved broadly. Students are welcome to keep
their drawings after Alexander photographs the drawings. Additional engagement
resources will be provided to the teacher for further inquiry if desired.
11:45 Adjourn

St Andrews Playground Improvements
ANNOTATED Children &Youth Engagement Agenda
Thursday September 26
1:30 pm to 2:15 pm
OASIS Alternative Public School
# of Students:
Age/Grade of Students:

10-15
14-19 yrs old, Grades 9-12

Purpose
•
•

To understand how children and youth use downtown park spaces.
To present concept options for St Andrews Playground improvements to children
and youth, and gain feedback on the concept options.

Agenda
1:30

Introduction & Warm Up Activity
Alexander Furneaux will introduce himself and lead a quick activity to get participants
thinking about how they use parks in downtown Toronto.
•
•

1:40

What do students like or dislike about a park?
Why do you use or not use a park?

Concept Presentation
Alexander Furneaux will provide a brief presentation to students on the two concept
options highlighting the differences in their proposed design.

1:50

Workshop (x2 10-minute rotations)
Two table groups will be available for students to comment on the concepts. Each table
will include maps, renderings, and precedent images of each concept. Students will be
asked to indicate their opinions on the proposed concepts by placing sticky notes with
their comments on the map. Students will receive the following prompts for both
concepts:
How might we design a park that…
…offers opportunities for play;
…supports the work of ecosystems in cities;
…provides spaces for people to gather and socialize; and
…provides spaces that are inclusive for people and animals (such as dogs)

2:10

Wrap-Up
Alexander Furneaux will facilitate a final group discussion with the class about what they
liked, and what they would like to see improved broadly. Additional engagement
resources will be provided to the teacher for further inquiry if desired.

2:15

Adjourn

